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Labor Notes1—Final 

Labor-Management 

SUNY Polytechnic Institute 

October 13, 2015 

12-2, COO Geer’s Conference Room 

 

Present for Labor:  Linda Weber, President;  Mike Durr, VP Professionals; Kristina Boylan, VP Academics;  

Pete Ludden, LRS 

Present for Management:  Bob Geer, COO (President’s Designee).; Rhonda Haines, VP HR; Bill Durgin, 

Provost;  Scott Bateman, VP Finance:  Mark Lemire, SUNY Counsel 

 

 

Announcements 

- Official Name Change 

Made by constitutional amendment at the Delegate’s Assembly 

 

(COO Geer noted that the Institute is now categorized as a “doctoral degree granting” 

Institute and should be so categorized by UUP.) 

 

- LM Meeting for TU Dec 8, 3:30 @ Albany 

Duly noted by those in attendance. 

New Business 

1. Lecturer Review Procedure 

Context: The lecturer is a relatively new position in both Utica and Albany.  There are no established 

procedures for review.  Procedures for review are a mandatory topic for negotiation. 

Labor:  Labor identified that the number of lecturers has grown from 1 to approximately 15 (this is 

mistaken, it’s actually 20); that many questions exist as to how these persons should be evaluated, as 

they are not covered under tenure line procedures.  Labor suggested setting up a subcommittee with 

participation from the union, the Faculty Assembly Personnel Committee, and Human resources, to 

develop a procedure that is mutually agreeable before implementation.  

Discussion:  Discussion ensued as to the lecturer’s (categorized as “qualified academic rank”) 

relationship to UUP Contract Article 30 and Board of Trustees Artical XII, etc.  Lecturers are academic 

employees who are on term contracts.  SUNY requires evaluation and recommends, but does not 

require, criteria for review (mastery of subject, effectiveness in teaching, scholarly ability, effectiveness 

in university service, and continuing growth), which departments may apply.  Labor’s concern is about 

the lack of procedures for evaluation. 
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At the Utica site, Personnel policies exist that are specific to tenure-track faculty.  Governance has 

discussed the need for procedures for lecturers.  Departments have been developing procedures for 

existing lecturers, but seek guidance.  There is a need to do so, as some lecturers will be eligible for 

notification regarding reappointment in the spring semester.   

Management: Management responded in agreement with the idea of engaging participants to develop 

clear expectations and identifying a model for a review structure.   

Action:  Robert Geer agreed to solicit Alain Kaloyeros’ input on recommendations for the development 

of a committee structure to develop the procedures; Linda Weber will send an e-mail to Bob Geer 

summarizing the request so that President Kaloyeros may respond in the immediate future so that the 

proposed procedures may be reviewed at the emphasize the issue’s importance for the December 

meeting. 

 

2. Research/Scholarship and the Lecturer 

 

Context:  The lecturer appointment letters indicated that “research” is a criterion for evaluation.  

According to an understanding generated at our April 13, 2015 LM meeting, and according to 

SUNY policy: 

"Appointees to Qualified Academic Rank are generally lecturers who fulfill basic 

curricular needs but may not be assigned the full range of duties normally associated with 

academic rank appointees, particularly with regard to scholarship."   

In the April 13 LM, Bob Geer clearly stated that Lecturers are not required to do scholarship. 

(Labor understands that this does not preclude the opportunity to do such if the employee so 

desires and if the Institute and department is so willing and able to support such 

scholarship.).  However, a number of lecturers have raised concern that the requirement to do 

scholarship is appearing in their appointment letters.   

Management: Management requested to correct the agenda, Bob Geer never meant that “no 

scholarship” is required.  However, the hiring of lecturers is not an attempt to avoid hiring tenure-track 

researchers; rather, it has been a strategy to reduce the number of adjunct hires.  Management would 

like to encourage lecturers to be “scholarly professionals,” whether serving as research advisors in a 

particular course, and would like the lecturer role to be a way to innovate in teaching models that 

incorporate research components such as flipped classrooms and project-based learning.  

Labor: Labor responded that these were worthwhile goals, but the lecturers need to know whether 

research is a requirement for reappointment or not.   Confusion seems to have arisen from standard 

language, perhaps from a template letter for tenure-track faculty, being used in the hire letters for the 

lecturers (Rhonda Haines provided a copy). Hire letter text could be specific to the lecturer; some are 

hired with an explicit focus on teaching needs, with a second requirement being service, while others 

express a desire to continue their own scholarly inquiry.  For this reason, wording in hire letters needs to 

be reviewed so that it is appropriate for the position and for the individual in question.   It is important 

for the letter to accurately reflect the lecturer’s professional obligation. 
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Action:  Management agreed to review phrasing in letter and “tweak” appropriately so that the letter 

did not imply that lecturers were required to do research. 

 

3. Adjunct Hiring/Orientation Process:  General Discussion 

Context:  Labor respectfully requests a discussion of the process so that we are more informed. 

 

Labor: Labor reported that the re-implementation of Interview Exchange seems to be helping streamline 

efforts, but some confusion over the step-by-step process of hiring adjuncts remains.   

Discussion: Discussion of different understandings of “adjunct” ensued (at the Albany site, persons 

labeled thus may give guest lectures or serve on a thesis committee on a volunteer basis, but generally 

do not teach, while at the Utica site, adjuncts are responsible for teaching classes).  This discussion 

pertains to those who are employed by the Institute as “adjunct lecturers.” 

Management: Management reported that almost all clerical procedures are being conducted and 

archived electronically, although an employee could most certainly come to the human resources on 

either site to submit documentation (e.g. signed hire letter) or make inquiries. 

Labor:  Labor confirmed that improvement has been made on the timely delivery of contract letters, 

though some delays, notably with later (i.e. closer to the beginning of the semester) hires, continued.   

Management: Management responded that the ideal is to have as much done ahead of time as possible, 

hence meeting separately with the Deans and their staffs, to clarify the timeline and deadlines for non-

emergency appointments and re-appointments.  The existence of these dates does not preclude 

emergency hires to cover additional needs for sections, illnesses, etc. 

Labor:  Labor enquired whether teaching in one semester and then not the following semester 

constituted a break in service, and if so whether re-application was necessary (e.g. teaching in Spring, 

but not in Fall; must one re-apply to teach the next Spring?).  Management responded that while 

unwritten understandings had existed, in some cases dramatic lack of documentation had been 

discovered; after several cycles, improvements to the system have been made.  Clarification of when 

reapplication is necessary will be forthcoming.  

 

Action:  Rhonda Haines will clarify with Terry Kramer cases in which there is no break in service (i.e. re-

application is not necessary). 

4. Professional Promotion and Salary Increase Procedure 

Context:  The process is becoming burdensome.  Salary increases are either being denied entirely or are 

being granted at an extremely low amount, increasing the frustration level and reducing the level of 

trust in the process.  Labor believes that there are a number of professionals whose titles and/or salaries 

are incorrect and we would like to discuss some options including a state audit of titles. 

Labor: Labor identified two main concerns:  (1) that salary increases are perceived to be granted 

arbitrarily, that in the case of their being granted amounts seemed low or a flat rate (e.g. $2,000) rather 
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than being based on data regarding the position’s salary within and/or outside of the SUNY system; (2) 

the deadlines that were introduced to address staffing concerns at the time when the procedure was 

drafted and implemented (when Robert Geer was serving as Interim President and Wendy Cranmer was 

associate vice president for human resources:  AY 2013-2014) are not functioning well at present, they 

appear to be the basis for rejection of some applications (being ‘too early’ as well as too late).  Labor 

requests consideration of actions in response:  (1) to provide more information in the feedback 

regarding the promotion and salary increase (why one was granted or not, and some documentation of 

the basis for the change in title a/o salary increase), and (2) to remove the deadlines from the 

application and instead consider the applications on a rolling basis, with 45 day deadlines for each 

administrative action. 

Discussion: Discussion of the existing appeal process ensued, management noting that there has been 

one case brought to the board, and that this particular case was resolved in the employee’s favor.  

Nevertheless, Labor reports a low degree of confidence in the promotion and salary increase procedure 

in general as well as concern for being identified as a ‘complainer’ for engaging in the appeal process.  

Management expressed disappointment in this general response.   Management indicated that CUPA –

HR and SUNY-wide salary and titles datasets are used to  determine appropriate salaries 

Labor: Labor expressed a desire to revise and clarify the procedure in order to increase professional staff 

confidence in it.  The possibility of state audits of job titles and performance programs, should the local 

procedure be abandoned, was also discussed.   

Management: Management reiterated that all applications are taken seriously, and expressed 

agreement that effort will be taken to make feedback “less terse.” 

Action: Bob Geer will query Alain Kaloyeros about the removal of the deadlines from the process.  Linda 

will send an email to Bob regarding this removal.  In the next round of reviews, starting November 15, 

more feedback as to the rationale for the recommended salary or promotion increase and/or denial will 

be provided.   

Old Business 

1. Adjunct Salary  

 

Context:  President Kaloyeros, at the last LM meeting in May, indicated that the Management team 

would do their “due diligence” and review the numbers.  The base wage of adjuncts has not changed 

since 2003 and at $750/credit hour is the third lowest in the SUNY system.   

Management: Management reported that Alain Kaloyeros has taken no action on the issue of adjunct 

salaries.  Labor requested that this be the first item on the December agenda. 

 

Final comments 

In order to facilitate greater ability to prepare for meetings, Labor will send all participants materials by 

e-mail (e.g. agendas, supporting documentation), rather than requesting that Management distribute e-

mails to their team. 
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Meeting adjourned at 1:59pm 

Respectfully Submitted,  

Linda R. Weber, Nov 4, 2015 


